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Mark H.: Good afternoon and thank you for joining us today.  We would like to 

welcome you to the FPA Crescent Fund’s First Quarter 2017 Webcast.  

My name is Mark Hancock and I help oversee Client Service and 

Business Development here at FPA. 

  The audio, transcript, and visual replay of today’s webcast will be 

made available on our website, fpafunds.com in the coming few days. 

  Momentarily you’ll be hearing from Steven Romick, Brian Selmo 

and Mark Landecker, the Portfolio Managers of our Contrarian Value 

Strategy which includes the FPA Crescent Fund.  Steven has managed 

the Crescent Fund since its inception in 1993, with Brian and Mark joining 

Steven as Portfolio Managers in June of 2013. 

  At this time it’s my pleasure to hand it over to Steven Romick.  

Steven? 

Steven: Thank you.  Thanks Mark.  Thanks for joining us today.  We’re going to 

spend the next hour discussing the FPA Crescent Fund’s recent 

performance, current portfolio, share some broader views and take your 

questions. 

  Crescent has maintained the same investment philosophy and 

approach for more than two decades.  We invest across the company’s 

capital structure in different asset classes and around the world.  We are 
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absolute value, not relative value investors, only committing capital when 

we have both a solid understanding of the business and the risk reward of 

it as an investment.  In what seems to be increasingly at odds in a world 

that seeks immediate gratification, we exercise patience in all aspects of 

our business. 

  Crescent aspires to deliver equity rates of return but assume less 

risk in the process.  We’ve been able to accomplish this over multiple 

market cycles as noted in the highlighted blue section in the upper right.  

For the quarter, the Fund returned 3.37%, marginally below its exposure 

when compared to its equity benchmarks.  On a trailing 12 month basis 

the Fund returned 14.2%, capturing 82% of the S&P 500’s return and 

94% of the MSCI ACWI’s return despite averaging less than 2/3 of its 

exposure. 

  In Q1 the Fund’s top five performing positions added 2.1% to our 

return, while the bottom five detracted 0.5%.  Arconic was one company 

that stood out in the quarter, increasing 42% and adding 0.7% to the 

Fund’s Q1 return. 

(00:02:06) 

  Unlike the financial sector that dominated Crescent’s 2016 returns, 

there wasn’t any one sector that was an unusual driver of performance 
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year-to-date. Our investments continue to outperform the indices.  In the 

10¼ years shown here our long equity book has returned far more than 

our benchmark indices.  When compared to the MSCI ACWI we have just 

one year of underperformance.  It was 3 years versus the S&P 500.  The 

worst of these data points was -2.4% and the average of the four just -1%.  

On the other hand, the average alpha delivered in the majority of the 

years when we bettered our benchmarks was +7.5% and +5.9% for the 

MSCI ACWI and S&P 500 respectively. 

  Crescent has performed as should be expected over time, doing 

relatively better in softer markets and lagging in bull markets.  When 

looking at rolling 5-year performance since inception Crescent 

outperformed in 100% of the bear markets and 97.5% of what we’re 

calling normal markets, but has underperformed in 87% of the bull 

markets.  In the aggregate, we’ve outperformed in over 60% of the rolling 

5-year periods.  Also, unlike the S&P 500, Crescent has had positive 

performance in every rolling 5-year period. 

  As stock markets continue to rally in excess of the rate of earnings 

growth, valuations continue to expand.  Therefore it shouldn’t be a 

surprise that the Fund’s net exposure was 61.6% at the end of the first 

quarter, 2.6% less than year-end 2016 and 1.7% less than our average 
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over the last couple decades.  However, I should point out that such small 

differences are really nothing more than noise.  Crescent’s portfolio 

characteristics haven’t changed much.  The portfolio continues to be large 

cap centric at this point in time.  Reflecting our value orientation the Fund 

equities trade at an average forward P/E based on consensus estimates 

at 14.3x, significantly lower than the S&P and MSCI, 18.2 and 16.6x, 

respectively. 

(00:04:09) 

  The Price/Book is, at 1.6x, significantly lower than the S&P and 

MSCI, 3.1 and 2.2x, respectively.  Return on equity is lower than the 

benchmarks but I don’t believe the delta would be significant on a 

normalized basis.  You may note that the balance sheets of our 

companies may not appear to be as cash rich as in the recent past.  

Debt/Capital was -33.6% at year-end 2016, which means, on a weighted 

average basis, the companies we owned were in a net cash position.  At 

the end of Q1 Debt/Capital increased to -0.3%; a more neutral position 

and still far less than the Fund’s benchmarks.  The increase in the Fund’s 

Debt/Cap is primarily due to Microsoft having issued $17 billion of bonds 

in Q1 and because of the company having moved a portion of their short 
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term marketable securities portfolio to Treasuries that mature beyond one 

year. 

  Crescent continues to look for opportunities globally.  Around 20% 

of the portfolio is currently outside North America.  But, the companies in 

which we have invested have around 56% of the revenues derived from 

outside of the United States.  If stocks weren’t inexpensive before, the 

market increase in Q1 only served to take valuations higher.  The current 

cyclically adjusted P/E, the CAPE ratio, is now 29.4x and stands in the 

96th percentile.  When looking at P/Es based on forward earnings 

valuations don’t look quite as egregious.  The S&P 500’s forward P/E is 

just a bit over 18 times, just 16% more than its average since 1990.  

However, that average is skewed higher by the lofty P/Es of the tech 

bubbly late 1990s. 

  On a median basis, stock valuations are higher than the prior two 

market peaks, both here and in Europe.  If you look at this table you can 

see median earnings 21x, Price/Sales, 2.5x, Price/Book, 3.3x, all higher 

than the prior two market peaks in the US.  In the global, the MSCI ACWI, 

P/Es 18.6, Price/Sales 1.9 and Price/Book is the only data point that is 

lower than one of the other market peaks and that was in September 

2007.  It was 2.6x for the MSCI ACWI.  And we would argue that’s largely 
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because of the financials in Europe whose balance sheets are not 

particularly good and whose weight as a percentage of the index is 

greater. 

(00:06:31) 

  High yield bonds don’t offer value, either.  US high yield offers just 

a 6.2% yield-to-maturity which is 0.4% from its low.  The index spread to 

Treasuries isn’t at the low but its close and its high is a long, long way 

away.  European high yield trades even lower, offering just 3.8% to those 

who want to take on the risk of buying the debt of levered companies.  As 

a result, one shouldn’t be surprised to see our high yield exposure, the 

blue bars, at a fairly low level.  The Fund’s already low exposure has been 

declining recently thanks to the strong performance of our high yield book 

up 41.9% in 2016. 

  Central bankers have done great work in supporting the global 

markets, although that’s not what their charter is supposed to be.  The 

BOJ and the ECB are currently the most active.  Central banks have 

purchased $1 trillion in assets year-to-date with the BOJ buying stocks 

and ECB buying corporate bonds.  Central banks represent an even 

larger share of GDP now at 38% of global GDP up 20 points since 2007.  

Although unsustainable, this could go on for some time.  Although we are 
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left to ponder what happens next and when it might happen, we assure 

you that we will let price be our guide.  When securities trade at prices 

that offer good upside after taking into account potential negative 

circumstances, we will be buyers. 

  I’m going to turn it to Q&A.  And as we move to questions I would 

want to remind people the following.  We will try and answer every 

question that either hasn’t been addressed previously, is not pertaining to 

a position that we are currently trading or contemplating trading, or is such 

a small position it doesn’t bear discussing.  Some questions that require 

more detail than we have time for on the call today will be addressed 

directly with you by a member of our Client Relations team.  Please reach 

out to them if your question either hasn’t been answered satisfactorily or 

should you have a follow up question. 

  The first question:  We’re going to take question both as they come 

over the transom and there are some questions that have been sent over 

the last week that we’ll start with. 

(00:08:27) 

  “Could you comment briefly on the health care landscape and 

whether you see an opportunity?”  Given market weakness, stimulated by 

uncertainty in Washington we’ve been spending some time in the health 
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care sector.  The health care landscape is complex, far reaching with 

many different businesses.  On the drug side, big pharma is different than 

biotech which is different than generics.  There are similarities as well, of 

course.  Then there are the hospital companies, medical equipment 

manufacturers, insurance companies and a host of other businesses that 

service the health care industry.  Some of these businesses are great but 

not cheap.  Others look inexpensive, but depending on what happens in 

Washington, they could actually be expensive.  We’re continuing to 

explore this sector but thus far we’ve initiated just one health care 

position.  As we’ve recently been building the position we prefer to defer 

any discussion of the company for now. 

  Here’s a question I’m going to pass to Brian.  “We still have a 

position in OI.  Please comment on rationale.” And that company is 

bordering on the too small but we may as well. 

Brian: Sure.  So we do have a position in OI. I guess, for those who don’t know, 

OI makes glass bottles for various consumer products, most notable being 

beer, wine, alcohol and various food stuff.  The business I would describe 

as technologically stable, meaning that we wouldn’t expect significant 

disruption in the form of producing glass over the next 5 or 20 years.  And 

demand is also relatively stable.  But, with that in mind, OI has very high 
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fixed operating costs and very high financial leverage.  So that means the 

residual equity position, or the free cashflow to the firm, can be much 

more variable than the aggregate fundamentals of the business. 

(00:10:14) 

  In the case of OI, the company has recently changed management.  

We think the new CEO had done a very good job at the divisions that he 

was responsible for previously and so far has shown quite a bit of 

operational improvement across the OI platform.  We would also note that 

OI operates at something of a margin deficit to its two closest peers.  And, 

given their share and nature of the operations, in terms of being modern 

and up to date, there’s no real reason that that should persist over time. 

  If you combine those things, so an improved operating 

performance, a CEO we think will do a good job and an intrinsic margin 

opportunity, with a stock price that traded at an undemanding multiple 

of—noted, leveraged, but undemanding multiple of—cash earnings, we 

think OI has the potential to do well.  And certainly with some demand 

growth or strength in Europe that would help them quite a bit. 

Steven: Keeping it with you, do you want to expand on the reasons why we own 

Ally Bank given the declining state of used car prices? 
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Brian: Sure.  So Ally Bank is a…especially for those who don’t know, is the old 

GMAC recapitalized during the crisis, now public, well capitalized; moved 

from a market to a deposit funded model which means that their costs of 

funds should be lower than they had been historically.  And Ally is 

primarily a lender to the new and used car market.  They also do some 

commercial lending, some mortgages and dealership financing. 

(00:12:07) 

  In terms of the specifics, Ally trades at about 8 or 9x earnings, 

about 75% at tangible book.  The company has a mechanical self-help 

benefit that will come through over the next couple years, which is the 

refinancing or maturity of its existing market debt which will be replaced by 

deposits.  And, again, everything equal, will sort of mechanically improve 

earnings significantly, which we think will result in an ROE that is north of 

the cost of capital or north of 10% and probably a premium stock price. 

  Now, the questioner points out something that could upset that 

apple cart which is declining used car prices which are real.  I think they 

were off 7% in the first quarter.  And I’d also call out credit performance 

could also upset that story.  And so, one watches these things but in total I 

think that the used car prices are unlikely to be unduly onerous to Ally.  

And this is largely because they started shrinking the lease portfolio two 
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years ago.  So they’re a little bit ahead of this.  It’ll hurt the earnings this 

year but it’s not going to impair the balance sheet. 

  If I were going to worry about something at Ally it would be more 

about general consumer credit.  You can see Synchrony in the first 

quarter reported some weak credit as a credit card company.  But one 

should maybe be aware of weakness in consumer credit.  We think Ally 

and other secured lenders, because they’ve got the cars as collateral are 

likely to be okay.  We don’t think consumer credit got that crazy in the last 

few years but we’ll find out.  And if consumer credit becomes terrible in 

the next few years Ally probably won’t work out very well. 

Steven: Thanks Brian.  “How does the opportunity set look in 2017 compared to 

last year heading into 2016?”  Without question last year’s set up was 

better.  A year ago we were adding to a number of positions in the 

financial services sector.  As those companies were trading in unduly low 

valuations that we believe accounted for the worst news possible and 

anything better than that wouldn’t be good for the stocks.  We were also 

increasing our high yield exposure early last year as we found a number 

of bonds that offered solid teens rate of return, higher than the high yield 

index that was breaking down a bit at the time. 

(00:14:27) 
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  Our financial services companies have since rebounded 

dramatically.  We’d argue they aren’t expensive but they aren’t dirt cheap 

anymore either.  Performance of our high yield book increased more than 

40% in 2016, outperforming the high yield indices return of 17.5%.  But 

both our recent sector and asset class portfolio moves having worked out, 

we sadly don’t have a lot to be excited about. 

  “How do you justify the high cash level to extremely low yields?”  

There’s no question holding cash is more attractive when you get 5% in 

the short term.  When rates are low it doesn’t necessarily suggest that one 

should be more invested, though.  Our decision to hold cash isn’t one 

that’s predicated on the yield on cash, however.  Rather, it’s a function of 

opportunity.  If there’s investments that met our parameters we use cash.  

And that cash will ebb and flow as a derivative of the opportunity.  Cash 

isn’t always bad.  The Barclays 1-3 Year Treasury Index outperformed the 

S&P in 45% of the rolling 5-year periods since Crescent’s inception.  And 

the Barclays Index also outperformed the MSCI ACWI in 50% of the 

rolling 5-year periods. 

  Stocks, of course, have outperformed cash since we started the 

Fund.  Assuming though that we understand what the value is, and that 

when value does show up that we get more invested, then cash should 
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function in bad markets as both a buffer and a treasure chest to pull from 

to buy cheap stocks. 

  And will you just pull up that chart?  We have a table that can 

speak to that.  It’s right there.  It’s up on the screen.  And so, you can look 

at this table right here and see that, at least relative to ourselves, this 

supports our claim that we recognized the opportunity.  When we’ve been 

more invested.  See the left side of the table.  Our subsequent 2-year 

returns have been quite good.  And we’re less invested, the right side, our 

subsequent 2-year returns have been lower and that’s lower by amount in 

excess of the drag by holding more cash. 

  There’s a question any developments of personnel.   There has 

been no change in personnel since our last call. 

  There’s a question, “Did you watch Northwestern in the playoffs?  

Could’ve beaten Gonzaga.”  Yes, I agree.  Could’ve beaten Gonzaga.  I 

did watch the game and for 36 hours we were the only team in the bracket 

that had never been defeated.  It was nice to be there for the first time and 

we performed admirably. 

Brian: Never participated, no? 

Steven: Okay, relax.  You know what? 

Brian: Never participated. 
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Steven: We’re using facts to tell a story here. 

Brian: Yeah. 

Steven: All right.  There’s a, “Any quick comments on possible value in emerging 

market equities, debt or natural resource stocks?”  Mark? 

Mark L.: So, natural resource stocks, we haven’t done anything year-to-date.  

Regarding emerging markets, historically we have not participated in the 

emerging market debt sector.  We spent some time over the past couple 

years occasionally on the odd names here and there, such as Brazilian 

sovereigns and the like, but ultimately never got across the transom where 

we’ve actually made purchases.  But it’s something we follow out of the 

corner of our eye. 

  As for emerging market equities, the ones that would be in our 

valuation parameters, generally speaking, are financials or the types of 

companies we really don’t desire to own in emerging market economies.  

Generally speaking, the higher quality companies which we do aspire to 

own, at least those that fit in the compounder bucket are not trading 

currently at valuations that we find particularly attractive.  So very little 

going on, albeit we do have a smattering of emerging markets in the 

portfolio but not of any significance. 
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Brian: There’s a somewhat broad question of where do we see value.  I think as 

you saw in Steve’s presentation and you’ve probably heard us talking 

about, I don’t really think we see value in any broad market sectors or 

categories.  There’s maybe some stocks here and there but not that we’re 

going to talk about today.  So I’d say things seem pretty expensive these 

days. 

(00:18:23) 

Steven: Which leads to the question at the top, is, “If a 3-to-1 opportunity begins to 

look more like a 2-to-1 opportunity due to appreciation, will that position 

get trimmed?  If so, how much and how is that considered in the context 

of portfolio allocation?”  Well, first, if any of our companies become too 

expensive we end up selling whether they’re our compounders or our 3-to-

1s.  Unfortunately the marketplace today has inverted the 3-to-1.  There’s 

an awful lot of 1-to-3s in the portfolio.  But we actually don’t look at our 

portfolio and consider the allocation that which is a compounder and that 

which is 3-to-1.  It’s not something we break up internally.  Some of the 

companies actually bear characteristics of each. 

Brian: Yeah, but I think in general as things get expensive or they’re less good 

from a risk reward perspective, we sell them, we trim them down.  And 

that will be in part depend on the individual merits and changes in the 
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underlying firms; and also in part depending on what else we have going 

on in the portfolio. 

Steven: There’s a question, I guess just for clarification, that referenced 39 equity 

holdings but another page shows there’s 53, which is correct?  The 

answer to the question is that 39 number represents our long equity 

holdings and the 53 includes the shorts in there as well.  So that’s the 

difference between the two.  And the second part of this question, are you 

finding more shorts given high yield and stock valuations as we’ve noted, 

we have a lot of cash in our portfolio.  And that we view is very good 

support for it.  Our shorts are never going to be a large part of our book.  

It’s something that’s in there.  And more of our shorts are specifically tied 

to longs as opposed to those being discreet shorts that we’d expect to go 

down a lot. 

(00:20:14) 

Brian: There’s a question, “Given your experience with Arconic are you 

considering working with activist investors if other opportunities arise?”  I 

think it’s important to point out that there is a series of regulations that 

restrict shareholders from working together prior to the announcement of 

formal proxy contest. So we have not worked with any investors in Arconic 

or in any other situations.  In terms of finding ourselves in companies 
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where activists might pursue an agenda that we think is favorable to long 

term owners, yes, we would welcome that in a number of companies that 

we own.  And certainly we think that the case for changing the board at 

Legacy Alcoa, and now Arconic, was very strong a couple years ago and 

is incredibly strong now. 

Steven: There’s question—I don’t know if you can dig up this chart, Dan and 

Elliott, which shows the Fund’s returns in various market caps.  And if you 

can’t, don’t worry about it.  I’m going to speak to it—“At $17 billion with 

principally large caps any expectation the Fund will be closing to new 

investors soon.”  And there is a chart—if I can pull it up, I don’t know if you 

can pull it up so quickly—that will speak to this, which shows that our—

thanks, guys, shows that our—long equity alpha during current market.  

This is current market cycle.  And you can see that we have both done 

better and worse in periods where we were both larger and smaller.  And 

so, I don’t think that the size of the fund to date has presented any issue. 

  And one of the things to think about with this fund and the Crescent 

Fund is, we would argue, a relatively unique fund as the first go anywhere 

mutual fund.  We are not a typical balance fund just going to go buy 

stocks and high grade corporate bonds or Treasuries.  We do lots of 
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different kinds of/make different kinds of investments in this portfolio, both 

domestically and abroad. 

(00:22:22) 

  In fact, a recent investment is a placement of notes we did to lend 

against a challenged retailer in Canada that offers a teens rates of return 

for us.  Now that is a rate of return which is terrific collateral from both 

inventory and receivables and real estate.  And, again, a low teens rate of 

return and have that kind of collateral at a 60% loan to value getting a 

yield, as I said, that’s going to be in the low teens.  Call it 10.5 to 11% as a 

range, which is far, far higher than the high yield index is in the low 6s, 

which has far less collateral across the index.  We’re very happy to make 

those kinds of investments.  It’s not going to create any great excitement 

for anyone, we realize.  But it is very attractive relative to the high yield 

market and relative to—certainly attractive relative to—what we think 

returns are going to be over the next few years.  So I want to make sure 

that we’re not compared to just typical balanced funds. 

Brian: There’s a question, “Is there an internal cap you would place on the 

largest sector you own?  Financials are at roughly 22%.”  So there’s a 

couple of things I want to call out on this.  First, there is not an internal cap 

across the board.  We think about caps or think about limiting ourselves 
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based on the risk we think we are taking.  And so, with that I want to tease 

out what’s really going on with financials. 

  When one looks at companies that are characterized by a GICS 

code or a Bloomberg as a financial, some of those are what we think of as 

traditional balance sheet intensive financials, or lending businesses, such 

as an Ally Financial that we spoke about earlier.  Others are business 

services or brokerage-type operations such as Aon which we really don’t 

think of as being financials from the risk perspective of having a balance 

sheet that could disrupt the operations. 

(00:24:19) 

  And so, we did, a year ago, when we were talking quite a bit about 

and buying a few balance sheet intensive financials, we did talk publically 

about how large we were willing to make that exposure, based on the risk 

and what we think is appropriate for a defense first, offense second 

portfolio.  But that’s specific to that one individual industry.  There are 

other industries where we would be comfortable having 50, 60, 70, 80% of 

the fund based on just a more stable backdrop or less risk inherent in the 

capital structure of those industries. 

  So the question answer is no, there’s not a cap, but, yes, we do 

limit ourselves based on what we think the risks are.  And we did limit our 
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risks in financials a year ago.  And we think that the way financials are 

characterized in Bloomberg or GICS Code is not representative 

necessarily of the underlying risks. 

  There’s a question, “Any interest in retailers?”  Now, I’m not going 

to say none.  There’s maybe two or three we would buy but only on the 

short side, really. 

Steven: That’s not buying them.  That’s called selling them. 

Brian: No, no, I know.  I’m saying there’s one or two we might buy. 

Steven: Oh.  Oh, oh, oh, you got it, right. 

Brian: But with the exception of those one or two, just on the short side. 

Mark L.: You want to reflect on when we had our epiphany? 

Brian: So, a few years ago Mark asked…  There’s a long story to this.  A few 

years ago we owned Walmart and Tesco, two of the better positioned, 

more stable legacy retailers, both of which have strong presence in 

grocery and have important owned positions in their own real estate. 

(00:26:09) 

   We had a meeting with the CEO of Tesco at the time who will go 

unnamed.  And we talked to him about the strategy.  And he spent most 

of the time talking about how competitive and dynamic Amazon was and 

that he had to kind of recreate the company around Amazon.  And we left 
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the conversation with the understanding that his strategy was to recreate 

Amazon within a legacy retailer and hope that his footprint died more 

slowly than his competitors’. 

  So when we got out of the meeting we entered the sell order and 

punted the remaining position we had in that company and promptly sold 

Walmart, I think within the week.  Now, the follow up question that hasn’t 

come in yet but should have is, “That’s nice, guys.  Why didn’t you buy 

Amazon?” to which we look back and forth at each other and don’t have a 

very good answer and feel a little bit disappointed. 

Steven: Sheepish. 

Brian: Sheepish. 

Steven: Particularly after we read “The Everything Store.” 

Brian: Somewhat sheepish.  And the takeaway, though, is we’re not really 

interested in retailers. 

Mark L.: Did you mention we sold Walmart the next day? 

Brian: Yeah, we sold Walmart. 

Mark L.: Yeah, yeah. 

Brian: Yeah, I mentioned it.  I mean, I guess, we’ve avoided some of the 

carnage.  We think this is a long term very difficult to get out of the way 
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from steamroller.  And it’s going to be tough for retailing for probably the 

better part of a decade, traditional retailers. 

Steven: I mean, we are conscientious about trying to understand the industry and 

what disruptive influences might impact that industry over time.  There’s a 

question that was also asked that falls into the same vein about auto 

stocks.  And if you look at auto sales and where auto sales are today we 

ask a question about what are the disrupters there, just like we talk about 

Amazon a disrupter to retail.  And in the case of auto stocks and the auto 

sales in the US and abroad, we would argue that what will the impact be 

autonomously driven vehicles in the future?  Probably fewer car sales.  

What is the impact of rideshare, Uber, Lyft, etcetera?  What is the impact 

of Zipcar and others. 

(00:28:22) 

  All of these factors we think on a normalized basis could take a 

significant bite out of auto sales.  So we are very sensitive to, each of the 

industries we look at, to try and understand how they can be disrupted.  

And again, we’ll fall on our sword for an error of omission of not having 

bought in Amazon and having recognized some of these things earlier.  

The success of what can hurt one industry is sort of obviously certainly a 

benefit to the other. 
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  There’s a question, “Is it much more difficult for your process to 

work now compared to 5, 10 years ago with the indexing, more market 

participants?  How does this impact what you do?”  Well, first, I mean, 

indexing doesn’t make our job necessarily more difficult.  If cash goes 

into/capital goes into passive funds.  It’s fairly indiscriminate at a point in 

time this should create and set up a terrific opportunity for us.  But, all else 

equal, the more people participating in the market the harder it is.  I mean, 

there’s no two ways about that.  So, yeah, sure I’d prefer it to be 30 years 

ago. 

  Let me look through the rest of the questions.  I’m a little behind in 

looking at them. 

Brian: There’s a question about short circuit, “Given the oil and gas credit 

opportunities are over what are your reflections on not participating 

more?”  So, essentially, why didn’t you guys get more done in oil and gas?  

There’s a twofold answer to that.  One, I would call myself a little surprised 

by how the entire credit cycle…how short the entire credit cycle was that 

sort of lasted from the middle to end, or maybe sort of the fourth quarter of 

2015 and the first quarter of 2016.  Traditionally high yield and credit has 

a longer cycle than that. 

(00:30:09) 
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  Specifically with regard to oil and gas, we don’t have a lot of regret 

on the oil side.  On the gas side I would say that there were a handful of 

names that we bought and some of those we would’ve liked to be bigger.  

But the reality of credit is that it trades if it trades.  And we were able to 

make one gas sensitive company a fairly meaningful position but some of 

the other gas names, there really wasn’t volume available. 

Mark L.: So there’s a question, “How high can your international exposure go?  Do 

you believe you’ll be increasing your international exposure?”  Under the 

separate question, “Is your low exposure European holdings a reflection 

of not finding value there?”  If we intertwine the two to a degree, with 

respect to international exposure, it’s certainly higher than it would’ve 

been 5, 7 years ago.  If you’ve been long term Crescent shareholders 

you’ve probably noticed the international exposure has increased over 

time.  We think that is a likely byproduct of us having a larger investment 

team and a predetermined effort to scour the world to a greater degree to 

look for value outliers, anomalies, etcetera in an attempt to execute on our 

investment mandate. 

  So it doesn’t necessarily mean that international exposure will go 

up.  But if we find opportunities on a bottoms-up basis it certainly would 

make sense that it would.  Now, there’s no guarantee that the best values 
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that we find will be internationally rather than domestically but, if they are, 

yes, you can expect to see their exposure go up. 

  And as far as the exposure of European holdings, European 

holdings, I don’t have data in front of me, but I think it would’ve been 

higher a couple of years ago.  Names that come to mind that we sold 

were Orkla, Henkel, Thales to a degree.  These were long term holdings 

that did fairly well.  They would’ve been, generally speaking, in the 

compounder bucket.  And the valuations just go to levels where we 

thought they were devoid of a margin of safety and we ultimately exited 

those names.  That saw our European exposure come down.  As of late 

we have worked on some European names.  None have made it into the 

portfolio but we continue to keep our eyes open and look for opportunities.  

As I said, there’s no bias to one particular geography over another. 

(00:32:42) 

Steven: There’s some questions that are surrounding what the Fed is going to do 

and what different economies around the world are going to do and how it 

might impact us.  And I didn’t state this at the outset but we’re going to 

also keep the questions to things that we actually can deliver some value 

on, which are those subjects on which we can speak with some degree of 

authority.  And those examples are some things we don’t.  
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Mark L.: And the question, “How concerned are you about a potential slowdown in 

China?” these type of questions come up every few years when there’s a 

bit of a blip in the Chinese economy and things slow down.  It’s not 

something we spend time internally discussing.  We have looked at 

companies historically that are very reliant in China for their earnings.  

And we’ve discounted, let’s say, our earning appraisal for those 

companies.  Saying, “Look, we think things could be running a little hot.  

Let’s take down our normalized earnings estimate to reflect a weaker 

environment.  That’s really how it translates into our investment approach. 

  It’s not as though we sit around and have any macro view, 

necessarily, on China that drives the investment decisions.  But when we 

look at names in a bottoms-up basis we do try and look for names that we 

think are devoid of froth.  So, on one side it’s much nicer to have low 

expectations in a company’s earnings because there’s a great opportunity 

they surprise, and to the upside rather than the downside. 

  If you’re looking at an economy that’s running let’s call it “hot,” 

that’s less likely to be the case and you’re more likely to get your fingers 

burned.  So we’re cognizant of that and you could say that extends when 

we look at investments that would be highly dependent on the Chinese 

economy. 
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(00:34:39) 

  There’s a question, “Based on your comment about industry 

disrupters, are there any that you’re currently skeptical of?”  I’m not sure if 

I 100 percent understand which any it refers to.  But if you look at our 

existing portfolio, I’m not going to say we’re futurists by any sense of the 

imagination, but we’ve been cognizant of the potential impact of artificial 

intelligence, machine learning, and the like, that will have on our society 

going forward. 

  With that in mind you can look at some names in the portfolio 

whose valuations are certainly higher than at the time those securities 

were purchased.  Specifically I’m thinking of names like Microsoft, Google, 

to a lesser extent Baidu.  And part of the reason we’re willing to pinch our 

nose and hold these companies at higher valuations is because we think 

they directly benefit from the potential of AI, machine learning, etcetera, 

and the impact it will have on the economy and society in general. 

  If you think about—and this is at very broad level—AI and machine 

learning and the like, they’re really based on, at its simplest form, a bunch 

of algorithms.  Now I’ll put my foot in my mouth because, as I said, we’re 

not experts here.  But the way that you refine algorithms over time, it’s not 

that any one algorithm is really greater than the other, from what we 
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understand and what we’ve read, it’s the amount of data that you can 

capture to test those algorithms over time such that they continually get 

refined.  So if you look at Baidu in China, you look at Goggle and 

Microsoft in the United States and Western world, they’re really at the 

epicenter of procuring information that will allow them to become the 

creators of the best algorithms going forward. 

(00:36:19) 

  So they’ve got the balance sheets that allow them to make the 

investments and they’ve also got the environments that allow them to hire 

people who are dedicated to the field in what is a very competitive hiring 

environment.  And so, with that said, we think they’re very favorably 

positioned to be on the forefront of the potential disruption of AI, machine 

learning and such over time.  And so, that’s why we’re willing to hold them 

at higher valuations than we would’ve absent that opportunity. 

  I think Brian looks like he’s going to say something. 

Brian: It has winner takes all dynamics. 

Mark L.: And that’s I think what we talked about before in not getting in front of 

Amazon.  One of the shortcomings we had was when you looked at these 

companies, let’s say, a number of years ago—and I’ll think of Amazon, 

Facebook, maybe some of the…  Well, let’s say Amazon, Facebook— 
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Brian: Amazon and Facebook. 

Mark L.: Facebook at the primary ones.  They very much lend themselves towards 

network type, as Brian said, winner take all.  And so you really just like to 

say if these guys are going to win they’re going to be so disruptive that, 

the valuation you pay, as long as it’s in the realm of reasonable, you’re 

going to come out ahead. 

  So if you think about what’s going on in the economy right now and 

you were to look at, for example, R&D spending by tech companies, the 

top 8 companies spend more than the other 400 next largest tech 

companies combined.  It’s an incredibly awesome spend that they have at 

their disposal.  And because there’s elements that, as we go back to data 

capture and the like, it’s very hard for us to imagine—we’re not saying it 

won’t happen but it’s hard to imagine—that you get the group of guys in a 

garage in Silicon Valley who end up being the disrupters going forward, at 

least in the space that these companies are playing. 

(00:38:08) 

  The amount of money they’re spending, data center, billions of 

billions of dollars, the intensity, as previously mentioned, in hiring the best 

data scientists and the like, we think they’re likely, actually, to be the 

winners going forward.  So we’re spending more time following companies 
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that we think have these characteristics.  Albeit, they play in smaller 

economic profit pools, the valuations right now—and we’ve been working 

on these for a number of months, largely since the beginning of the year—

suggest that we don’t think we’re actually going to necessarily purchase 

any in the near term. But if there was a market pullback you should not be 

surprised to see a number of companies enter the portfolio that are not 

the classic Crescent valuation plays that maybe you’re used to. 

  Go ahead, Brian. 

Brian: Yeah, on the pullback, don’t expect us to be buying retailers.  I’d expect 

us to be buying things with a brighter future at what might look like a 

fancier current valuation. 

Mark L.: And so that’s what we’re spending time working on right now.  It’s 

favorable for us because there’s really not that much to do near term, so 

we’re not,right now, putting out fires across the portfolio and there’s not 

really anything that’s garnering our attention in a meaningful way.  So with 

that quiet environment as it relates to near term activity, it allows us to 

deploy our human resources into looking at names of long term potential; 

which is sometimes just more difficult to do if you’ve got a lot of near term 

events that are monopolizing your time. 
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  There’s a question, “How is your Russian thesis playing out?”  We 

get this question every now and then.  Russia is never a significant portion 

of the portfolio.  We never really had a, quote-unquote, “Russian thesis.”  

We bought a bunch of what we thought were cheap stocks in Russia.  

Some of them are up a bit.  Some of them are down a bit.  Some of them 

we’ve sold.  In aggregate I don’t know what it is offhand.  It’s probably 

100-and-something bps in the portfolio. 

Mark H. Less than two? 

Mark L.: Yeah, at the moment so there is no…  But there isn’t really any great 

Russian thesis. 

Steven: There’s a question, “Is CAPE ratio really as relevant as some lead to 

believe?  Your average Price/Book is much less than the market.  How do 

your companies trade in terms of multiples of operating cashflow and 

cashflow yields?”  There’s not necessarily good measures for a lot of 

these things across the board and we don’t mean to suggest for a 

moment that the CAPE ratio is a flawless metric.  There’s issues with 

respect to changing accounting. 

(00:40:33)  I mean this CAPE ratio actually goes back to 1871 and accounting 

has changed along the way.  And there’s arguments that a higher level of 

margin can be part of our future; which would make it somewhat corrupted 
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as well, which is why we try to show it different ways.  It’s meant to provide 

prospective.  But anywhere you look in any of the valuation metrics it 

weakens it.  And we consider our portfolio to be of a good quality, a lower 

price in the markets across various normalized metrics.  And there isn’t 

any one metric that we hang our hat on.  At the end of the day when we 

look at our companies we’re trying to understand what kind of free cash 

flow gets generated and can be generated over time. 

Mark L.: So the question, “Would you say your investment process for reviewing 

these, quote-unquote, ‘growth companies,’ is the same as your process 

has been over the years?  Or has it needed to change/evolve in any 

way?”  And I think that’s referring to some of the companies we mentioned 

earlier that we’re looking at that go unnamed. 

  I’d say the key underlying difference is you need to have a greater 

sense of imagination in looking at these growth companies.  So one of the 

key factors for examination is the, quote-unquote, “TAM,” T-A-M, or Total 

Addressable Market, for these companies.  So if you go back a couple of 

decades and you looked at Amazon and you said, “Their profit pool simply 

extends to selling books online.” And even if they crushed it and 

dominated their market you probably wouldn’t have got a market cap 
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perhaps wildly greater…  I’m not sure if they were both public at the time 

but Barnes & Nobles and Borders which— 

(00:42:07) 

Brian: Just as a by the way, Amazon used to trade at much greater market cap 

than Barnes & Noble combined back in the late-90s prior to the dotcom 

burst.  And one of the bear cases was, “How can it be worth this much 

when the two, greatest, best, well positioned book retailers trade at 60% 

combined of the value on this tech company?” 

Mark L.: And so if you go instead of just the first derivative, “Well is it profitable 

based on what they’re doing now?” but you then extend it to think about 

“What is their total profit pool based on where they are competitively 

advantaged and what they could be doing in the future?” and you try and 

gauge the likelihood of success for that, and the dynamism and vision of 

the leaders, and whether they have all the right people in place to 

succeed on that, it’s definitely more complicated than just buying a 

company at 8x earnings that you think is a stable cash cow.  That said the 

potential upside is also much greater than buying, if they’re successful, a 

stable cash cow at 8x earnings. 
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  So we have to think about things a bit differently but it’s truthfully 

not much different than when we would’ve bought Google.  When was 

that? 

Steven: 2011. 

Mark L.: 2011.  Or we used to have these conference calls years ago and people 

would ask all the time about Microsoft which was an ailing 8x earnings 

stable cash cow.  And we’d say, “Look, there’s actually this dream that 

they’re the leader in commercial enterprise software and they could have 

this unified system, such that if you want to go and work on it at home you 

tap into directly the spreadsheets that you’re looking on at work and you 

can send them to somebody else and everybody can update them at the 

same time.  And you could talk to each other.  And all these things 

essentially have come to bear fruit and Microsoft did deliver. 

  So in that case the dream actually played out.  Now we just didn’t 

have to pay a multiple for it, which was much nicer and, to us, much more 

comfortable because we much prefer a free option than having to pay for 

the optionality.  With the growth companies there’s no options for free and 

so what you’re really trying to determine is whether you have confidence 

and conviction that the TAM is what you think it is and that they’re going to 

be able to grow.  And, largely, if they are successful on that, the 
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economics cannot help but be excellent because the companies are very 

high return on incremental capital and incremental margins.  And so if you 

get that right it’s likely you’ll do okay. 

(00:44:26) 

  There’s a question, “Is a company worth a trillion in market cap or 

is this a fallacy will the law of large numbers takes over?  How do certain 

tech values fit this concern?”  It sort of goes back to what we just talked 

about.  Now, the company in question, without saying, it is presumably 

Amazon or Tesla. 

Brian: No, I think Apple.   I think Apple. 

Mark L.: Or, oh, Apple. 

Brian: I think Amazon has got a 500 or something or 450 billion market cap. 

Mark L.: Okay.  So I think Apple has got 250 in cash alone. 

Brian: (Over-talking @ 00:44:54). Yeah, so, look, this is a good question 

because it’s tricky two ways.  One, something can get too big as a 

proportion of the total TAM or market opportunity that Mark’s talking 

about.  And so one needs to keep in mind what the total of an economy, 

or a sector or a profit pool might be and then how that’s reflected in 

market cap.  Now, the specific…  So that I think is a good part of the 

question.  And then the specifics of is it a trillion versus this or that, these 
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are just sort of numbers.  And, depending on how dynamic, and what 

happens with currencies and other things like that, I wouldn’t get fixated 

on a trillion versus some other number.  But it’s important to think about 

how big a market cap is relative to the overall economy or sector that a 

company is seeking to make profits from. 

Steven: There’s a question, “So presumably with retail struggling and potentially 

auto sales where will employment be and doesn’t this presume a 

deflationary environment for some time.”  Well, there was an article, I 

can’t remember if it’s The LA Times or New York Times, over the 

weekend which talked about closing retail stores and what it means for 

jobs.  But then also on the offset all these distribution centers opening 

around the country and all the jobs that are being created there, as well as 

other e-tailers creating bricks and mortars locations.”  So where it ends up 

we have no idea.  It’s clearly out there.  There are de— 

(00:46:36) 

  In fact, we can go into a lot longer discussion on this, but there are 

a lot of deflationary pressures but there’s also a lot of inflationary 

pressures.  And we don’t know which it will be.  We have a portfolio today 

that’s robust to more than one outcome.  And we will continue, as we’ve 
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stated before multiple times, we will take price.  If a price comes in and it’s 

attractive then we’re going to invest. 

Mark L.: So my first job out of school was actually corporate finance at Canada’s 

largest specialty retailer. 

Brian: Mark has been retrained and found gainful employment in a different 

sector, thankfully. 

Mark L: And coming into that, Brian has heard this and maybe Steve as well, I’ve 

always been very reluctant to invest in retailers.  So it was a tough 

business 20 years ago and now it’s just an even tougher business.  So if 

you have children I guess I wouldn’t advise them to go into retail. 

Steven: Well, I have an 18 year old who just got her first job and she’s got a job in 

retail but it’s only a summer job so I think she’s okay. 

Brian: Only for the summer. 

Steven: So there’s a…  As we stated, again, as I stated before earlier, these are 

all the questions that crossed the transom over companies that are of a 

reasonable size or companies that we’re not currently trading in one form 

or another.  If you don’t have your questions answered please, again, 

refer back to Client Relations, or you would like to have a more robust 

answer, we’re happy to engage. 
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  I’m going to turn it back over to Mark Hancock.  Thank you for 

joining. 

Mark H: Thank you.  Thanks team.  Thank you all, listeners, too, for your 

participation in Crescent’s First Quarter 2017 Webcast.  We invite you, 

your colleagues and clients to listen to the playback and view the slides 

from today’s webcast which will be made available on our website, 

fpafunds.com, over the coming few days.  We urge you to visit the website 

for additional information on the Fund such as complete portfolio holdings, 

historical and after tax returns. 

(00:48:24) 

  Following today’s webcast you’ll have the opportunity to provide 

feedback.  Please do so.  We take it into consideration to try and improve 

the methods in which we communicate with our shareholders.  Please visit 

fpafunds.com in the future for webcast information, including replays.  We 

will post the date and time of the prospective webcast during the latter 

part of each quarter and expect the calls will generally be held three to 

four weeks, as is the case today, after each quarter. 

  We hope that our shareholder letters, commentaries and these 

conference calls will help to keep you, our investors, updated on the 

Funds.  We want to make sure that you understand the views expressed 
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on this call are, as of today, May 1, 2017 and are subject to change based 

on market and other conditions.  These views may differ from other 

portfolio managers and analysts in the firm as a whole, and are not 

intended to be a forecast of future events, or a guarantee of future results 

or investment advice. 

  Any mention of individual securities or sectors should not be 

construed as a recommendation to purchase or sell such securities.  And 

any information provided is not a sufficient basis upon which to make an 

investment decision.  The information does not constitute or should not be 

construed as an offer or solicitation with respect to any securities, 

products or services discussed.  Past performance is not a guarantee of 

future results.  It should not be assumed that the recommendations made 

in the future will be profitable or equal to the performance of the security 

examples discussed. 

  Any statistics have been obtained from sources believed to be 

reliable but the accuracy and completeness cannot be guaranteed.  You 

may request a prospectus directly from the Fund’s distributor, UMB 

Distribution Services, LLC or from our website, fpafunds.com.  Please 

read the prospectus and the Contrarian Value policy statement carefully 
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before investing.  FPA Crescent Fund is offered by UMB Distribution 

Services, LLC. 

  Again, thank you for participation.  This concludes today’s webcast. 

[END FILE] 


